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Excellence in Catholic religious education has a long tradition in our country.
It is a fairly recent reality that a significantly greater number of Catholic children are

now receiving their religious education through parish catechetical programs.
reality has intensified the demand

education.

This

that parish programs offer excellence in faith

To assist the Director/Coordinator of Religious Education (hereinafter

referred to as DRE/CRE) of the Rockford Diocese in this demand a DRE/CRE
Handbook

has been developed.

The Directors/Coordinators of Religious Education

have been asking for guidelines, directives and suggestions to assist them in their

parish position.
The purpose of the handbook is to gather in a convenient format guidelines
and resources for the DREs/CREs.

It gives those who are responsible for planning

and carrying out programs a common source of information to assist them.
A committee was formed to assist in developing this project.

To prepare for

the first meeting the committee read and reflected on John Shea’s article "Theological
Reflection in a Task Oriented Group" and the Tripolar Model for Theological
Reflection in Ministry.

The first meeting was day long...9:30 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

Because the group came from different areas of the diocese about 30 minutes was
spent in getting to know one another.
The article on theological reflection by John Shea was briefly discussed as to

the importance of using this process to determine the work we were to be about.
With each of the three questions presented by Shea, time was given to centering,
thinking about the questions and jotting down thoughts according to the Tripolar
model of theological reflection--personal experience, cultural information and Sacred
Scripture and tradition.

Sharing followed each of the questions’ reflection.

The first questions posed by Shea is "How are we going to do what needs to

be done?"

We looked at what our experiences have been regarding our needs as

DREs/CREs that are to be included in a handbook.

Numerous resources from other

dioceses were studied as well as what some leading educators are saying in the area
of catechesis.

There really is no tradition in the diocese regarding a comprehensive

resource for the DRE/CRE so this was a weak area of reflection.
The result of our reflections on this area was that the handbook be based on
the role description of the DRE.

Committee members would surface content and

material ideas from other DREs/CREs.

Forms, etc. that were being used would be

gathered for their reference and input.

These materials would then be used as such

or revised and inserted into the appropriate section of the role description.
materials would be developed as the committee felt the need.

Other

The entire DRE/CRE

handbook is evidence of the outcome of this aspect of our theological reflection.
Shea's second question "What do you think about the area of life you are

trying to influence?" precipitated a very holy experience.

As each person reflected on

their personal experience, they knew that their ministry as well as those of all other
DREs/CREs

in the diocese could be affected.

We found it appropriate to renew our

commitment as Directors/Coordinators of Religious Education.

The challenges that a

DRE/CRE many times face in their ministry were reinforced through the reflection on
the cultural information as well as tradition.

Each one of us strongly agreed on the

importance of the DRE/CRE in a parish--to meet the need for continuing,
comprehensive catechesis for all.

The following quote from Sharing the Light of Faith

emphasizes our reflections:
Two basic roles seem to be emerging, together with variations in them.
In one, the individual is responsible for overall direction of the parish's
catechetical programs. This includes working with the pastor, other
ministers, and appropriate committees, boards, or councils involved in
setting policy and planning; designing catechetical programs; assisting
in liturgical planning; conducting sacramental preparation workshops;
and providing opportunities for staff development. Appropriate

preparation includes studies in theology, scripture, liturgy, psychology,
educational theory, and administration, as well as practical experience
with children and adults.
The other role involves responsibility for administration of a parish's
catechetical program on a particular level or for a particular group or
groups. Functions include working with the pastor, the director, and

other staff members in recruiting catechists; and being responsible for
the general day-to-day operation of the program. For this work, a good
background

in catechetics, administration, and communication skills is

needed, together with parish experience. (Sharing, p. 130)
The handbook concentrates on the logistics of the role description of the

DRE/CRE.

It was felt that by supplying the DRE/CRE with these practical "hands on"

ideas, suggestions,

and forms, the DRE/CRE would be able to fulfill more readily their

responsibility.
Shea's third question "Who are we that we are engaging

each person again reflecting on ministry.

in this task?" had

However, this time the reflection centered

on how we could be ministers to our peers.
3

Again personal experiences were an

important aspect of the reflection showing those many times this aspect of ministry is
already done.

By being part of this committee and working on the handbook puts

peer ministry in a concrete situation.
Our experiences, tradition and cultural information indicated that it is true we
do minister to our peers but all too often this is one aspect that is neglected.

As a

result of this reflection, the decision was made that when the handbook is presented
to the DREs/CREs of the diocese that we somehow incorporate the idea of having
them minister to each other.
This was the one specific time set aside for theological reflection.

However, in

the other meeting dates even though no specific time was designated for theological
reflection on a specific aspect of the handbook theological reflection did occur.
Another instance in which the groups involved themselves in the process of

theological reflection was when we were reviewing materials to be included on
personnel.

Because most of the personnel that a DRE/CRE works with are volunteer

we wanted to be sure to do "justice" to the section.

We stepped back from the actual

working on the handbook and used the same Tripolar model of theological reflection
that we used initially.

Our combined reflection surfaced issues to be included in this

section, such as: recruiting, commitment,

acknowledgment,

and evaluation, personal growth and development,

etc.

appreciation, assessment

Theses issues were then

researched and developed for the handbook.

Upon completion of the committee work as well as duplication of the
handbook it was presented to the DREs/CREs

of the diocese at a day-long workshop.

The workshop was so designed as to involve the DRE/CRE.

The DREs/CREs were

divided in groups of 6 or 7, with a mixture of those from large and small parishes and
those with professional training and those working as part-time or volunteers.

Each

group received 1 or 2 case studies in which they had to look for the answer in the
handbook as well as what else they found to be helpful in the section.

Upon

completion of the case studies, they indicated some additions to the handbook and
then had time to share with each other some of their experiences,

etc.

Reports were

given back to the total group as to the findings of the case studies and what else
they found to be of help.
In talking with many DREs/CREs through the course of the day they said they
really appreciated that we planned the day in which they had to work with the
handbook and that they also had time to share with one another.

Upon

hearing their

responses we knew our decision to have included the aspect of personal sharing with
one another was a good one.
Some of the suggestions received as to inclusions for future revision are:

-legal liabilities concerning controlled substances/adult supervision/sexual
activity.
-procedures for fire drill.
-job description for secretary and evaluation forms.
-AIDS policies - curriculum and reporting

-Further clarification or delineation of the role of a Coordinator of Religious
Education.

A revision committee is already being formed so that we can keep this
handbook as a living document of the DREs/CREs work.

Evaluation will be ongoing for the first year of using the handbook.

The ADRE

is asked to review it quarterly (March 1992, June 1992, September 1992 and
December 1992) at their DRE/CRE meetings asking for strengths and weaknesses the
DREs/CREs have found once they have actually begun working with the handbook.
Additions and deletions can also be suggested.
The handbook

is so designed and pages so numbered that revisions,

additions and revisions can easily be done.

As of today, | have received responses both verbal and written from
DRES/CREs how they are using the book everyday and how it is assisting them in
their ministry.

THEOLOGICAL

REFLECTION

IN A TASK ORIENTED

GROUP

Most theological reflection in pastoral settings takes place in a reflective group; the
group as a group is not engaged in any project. In fact, in many cases, groups that are task
oriented change their contract and turn themselves into a reflective group when the feel the
need for some theological reflection. A typical example of this would be a parish staff that
usually meets in order to engage in parish coordination and evaluation. But once or twice
a year they will have a day of renewal or recollection when they will reflect theologically.
They suspend business as usual to do something they consider essential to their ministerial
task, but which they do not engage in as an ongoing component of that task. In order to
do this, they usually change geography. They search out a retreat center far removed from
the work site. Doing theology is closely connected with getting away and reflecting more
deeply.
This seems to be a time-honored practice and very supportive for people in the rush
of ministerial activity. But this structure of predominantly action and then predominantly
reflection has some built in dangers. On one hand, the action can be carried on without
sufficient critical theological reflection. On the other hand, if the reflection is only periodic
and isolated, it tends to be reflection on individual, interior processes rather than ecclesial

actions and proposals. The suggestion is that a style of ministry which has six months of
meetings which are mostly "task intensive" and one day or weekend which is "reflection
intensive" needs to be complemented. What might be helpful are meetings which combine
task effectiveness and theological reflection.
Three questions might be a helpful guide to meetings which want to get something
and theologically reflect on what they are doing:
1.
HOW ARE WE GOING TO DO WHAT NEEDS TO BE DONE? This is
the most immediate concern of a task oriented group, and the success of the meeting
depends on the planning, implementation, and evaluation that goes on. Also included in
this concern is the need for an adequate needs analysis. What is the situation and what are
we going to do about it is the overriding atmosphere of any group of people who come
together around a task. Also it is the type of conversation that most grass roots people are
comfortable with. Everyone who lives long enough considers themselves strategists and are
eager to share their "moxy" and "now-how."
It must be stated that many times the analysis and the strategies are too quickly
determined. A priest in Canada once started a task oriented meeting with: We came
together to give the mentally handicapped more recognition in our Churches. We have to
send a letter to all the pastors." In two brief sentences we have both analysis and strategy.
While the practical, "how-to" conversation is going on, there is little opening for
theological reflection. The "how-to" conversation is usually the first one that is engaged in,
but if it is engaged in well, it usually leads to a second question that is an entry into
theology.

2
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE AREA OF LIFE YOU ARE
TRYING TO INFLUENCE? This is the task theology. If it is a liturgy planning team,
what do you think about liturgy? If it is a group to help the mentally handicapped? If it
is a group to provide programs for senior,s what do you think about old people? If itis a
group to raise money for the Church, what do you think about money and the Church/ In
other words, in order to carry out the task effectively, there will be a need to know what you
think about the area of life the task is concerned with. What you think will be an attempt
to relate some of the basic faith convictions and values to the area under consideration.
3

WHO ARE WE THAT WE ARE ENGAGING IN THIS TASK? This is
identify theology. There are times when task oriented groups need to consult their deepest
identity to make sure the task and the identity are in sync. Some of these times are: (1)
when people are asked to engage in activities which previously they had not connected with
their identity; (2) when the energy and inspiration to engage in the task is flagging; (3) when
the task is not accomplishing all it intended and there is a need to reevaluate and begin
again.
In any conversation of a task oriented group, all three questions will be operative.
The what and who questions provide openings for theological reflection in the group
chooses to pursue them.

Source:

John Shea, distributed
O’Connell Killen.

during

TH560

Ministerial

Identity

by

Patricia

Basic Assumption Underlying the Tripolar Model of Theological Reflection:
I.
II.

God is present in and through all three sources.
All three sources give both positive and negative deliverances, i.e., all three sources
are limited.
All three sources are necessary for a balanced theological reflection and informed
pastoral action.

Dynamics of the Tripolar Model of Theological Reflection:

I.

Attending:

Seeking out the information on a particular concern that is
available in personal experience, Judeo-Christian Tradition, and
cultural sources.

II.

Assertion:

Engage the information from these three sources in a process
of mutual clarification and challenge in order to expand and
deepen religious insight.

III.

Decision:

Move from insight through decision to concrete pastoral action.

A Model for Theological Reflection in Ministry
Sacred Scripture
and Tradition(s)
or

Academic Theology
SesLe

Theological Reflection

Personal Experience

Cultural Information

Rooted in SEE, JUDGE, ACT model; Jocist, YCS, John XXIII in Pacem in
Terris.

Present model formulated at Notre Dame conference a few years ago; Tim
O’Connell, John Shea, Whiteheads.
One form published in Method in
Ministry, Evelyn and James Whitehead, 1983.

Sources:

Each of three sources of religiously relevant information
reflective Christian must attend is complex and plural.

to which

the

Tradition:
Hebrew and Christian scriptures plus two thousand years of
interpretations and decisions that have shaped Christian history. Approach
of minister to this rich and dense heritage is not one of mastery but of
befriending the tradition.
Experience: Lives experience of community is shaped and challenged by this
heritage and by its cultural milieu. Key issue: access to this source of
information--How are we, carefully, to clarify our own insights and biases as
these are a part of our reflection and decision?
Culture: Ambiguous source. Literature, philosophy, social sciences can
contribute positively to our religious understanding of life; racism,
materialism, pornography can influence our awareness destructively.
Topic:

Offer several options; explain process; the outcome is a correlation of ideas
toward a new understanding.

Process:

For each of the three sources, use the following:
INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION TIME
SMALL GROUP REFLECTION--report on insights gained; simply hear one
another
LARGE

GROUP

REFLECTION--look

for

patterns

of

agreement,

disagreement; list summary statements
PLENARY SESSION--at the conclusion of the reflection process for the
three sources, a correlation session gathers the wisdom of the group enabling
ministers not only to understand more clearly, but to act more effectively in
their mission to:
CELEBRATE GOD’S SAVING PRESENCE
CONTRIBUTE BY WORD, ACTION AND SACRAMENT TO THE
FULLNESS OF THIS PRESENCE - THE COMING OF THE KINGDOM.
REFLECTION

DRE/CRE HANDBOOK

EVALUATION

Name (optional)
Parish

City
In your position and working with the guidance of this handbook list three
to five strengths you have found in the handbook.

In your position and working with the guidance of this handbook list three
to five weaknesses you have found in the handbook.

What else do you feel could be included in the handbook that would be
helpful for a DRE/CRE?

What do you feel could be deleted from the handbook as you have not
found it of any use?

Note to ADREs/Contact Persons: Please use this evaluation with the
DREs/CRE:s in your area at the end of March 1992, June 1992, September 1992
and December 1992. Send forms to
Sr. Marise Zielisnki, SSJ
Catholic Education Office
1260 N. Church Street
Rockford, IL 61103

DRE/CRE
HANDBOOK WORKSHOP
November 22, 1991
St. Patrick, Rochelle

9:30 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. arrivals; check in

10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Workshop
REGISTRATION FEE: $20.00
(Covers cost of handbook)

Bring Brown bag lunch

REGISTRATION
NAME(s)
PARISH

Amount Enclosed
Send to:

Check

Catholic Education Office
1260 N. Church Street
Rockford, IL 61103

Cash
before November

11, 1991

DRE/CRE HANDBOOK WORKSHOP
AGENDA

Gathering, Coffee, etc.

Welcome - Barbara
Prayer - Joellen
Introductions - Barbara
History

Committee
Hello to 1 other person

Who's from where (stand)
Case studies - 8 in a group

Break
Reports/Commentary
Lunch
Case studies

Report/Commentary
Closing

Opening Prayer
Call to Prayer
Leader:
All:
Leader:

May the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ be with you.
And also with you.
We are a gifted people,

Lord, and you have done great things for us.

You ask us to reach out to you in your people.
deepening our call to be in your service.
All:

Assist us today in

This we ask in Jesus.

Amen.

Readings from Proverbs:
Listen! Wisdom is calling out.
Reason

is making

herself heard.

On the hilltops near the road
and at the crossroads she stands.

At the entrance to the city
beside the gates, she calls.

"| appeal to you, humankind;
| call to everyone on earth.

Are you immature? Learn to be mature.
Are you foolish? Learn to have sense.
Listen to my excellent words;
all |
What | say
lies
Everything

tell you is right.
is the truth:
are hateful to me.
| say is true;

nothing is false or misleading.
To the person with insight, it is all clear;
to the well-informed, it is all plain.
Choose my instruction instead of sliver;

choose knowledge rather than the finest gold. (8:1-10)
Pause
Hard work always yields its profit,

idle talk brings only want.
Sound judgement is the crown of the wise,

folly the diadem of fools. (14: 23-24)
Pause

They can make an inexperienced person clever
and teach the young how to be resourceful
These proverbs can even add knowledge of wise ones

and give guidance to the educated. (1: 4-5)
Pause

Response:

by individuals

Prayer:

Yahweh, God as we gather here today as your servants, be with us in
your love and enlighten us in the work we are about.

through Jesus your Son.

We ask this

Amen.

"Earthen Vessels" by John Foley, S.J.

Closing Song:

We hold a treasure, not made of gold.
in earthen vessels, wealth untold,
one treasure only: the Lord, the Christ,
in earthen vessels.

Verse 1:

Light has shown in our darkness;
God has shown in our heart,
with the light of the glory
of Jesus the Lord.

Verse 2.

He has chosen the lowly,
who are small in this world;
in His weakness is glory,
in Jesus the Lord.

Copyright © 1975 by John B. Foley, S.J. and North American Liturgy Resources, 10802 N.

23rd Avenue, Phoenix, Arizona, 85029.

All Rights Reserved.

Response:
Reader 1:

A DRE/CRE initiates and fosters a climate of faith community.
Pause

A DRE/CRE articulates and implements Religious Education vision and
mission statements that are consistent with those of the parish.
Pause

Reader 2:

A DRE/CRE ensures the implementation f diocesan and local policies
and regulations.
Pause

A DRE/CRE provides for supervision and ongoing growth of catechists
and catechetical personnel.
Pause
Reader 3:

A DRE/CRE

provides effective catechetical leadership.

A DRE/CRE

Pause
establishes student policies and procedures.
Pause

Reader 4:

A DRE/CRE

informs pastoral staff, education commission,

parents and

parish organizations about the workings of the parish catechetical
programs.

A DRE/CRE

Pause
pursues opportunities for growth.
Pause

Reader 5:

A DRE/CRE exercises fiscal responsibility.
Pause

A DRE/CRE

oversees the care and maintenance of those areas of the

physical plant used for catechetical programs.

A DRE/CRE

programs.

Pause
provides for the operation of the parish catechetical

Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
Your pastor has asked you to develop a DRE/CRE role description for yourself.
Where in the handbook will you find the basic points you need to consider in a
DRE/CRE role description?
Your pastor has informed you that it is necessary for you to update the parish
sacramental records for the students in the Religious Education Program.
Where in the handbook will you find the information regarding such records?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.

Your pastor has asked you to develop a DRE/CRE role description for yourself.
Where in the handbook will you find the basic points you need to consider in a
DRE/CRE role description?
Your pastor has informed you that it is necessary for you to update the parish

sacramental records for the students in the Religious Education Program.
Where in the handbook will you find the information regarding such records?

Additional directions:
1. Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
You are asked to take responsibility in assisting to initiate and foster a climate
for faith community with the parish staff. Where in the handbook will you find
ways suggested for the DRE/CRE?
As a DRE/CRE you know that it is important to be of support to your
catechists. Where in the handbook will you find some of the ways in which
you can show support for your volunteers?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?

3

Record your answer on newsprint.

You have been asked to form a committee to develop a mission statement for
the religious education program.

Where in the handbook will you find the

steps that will assist you in this matter?
As a DRE/CRE, you are aware of the importance of having your catechists
certified. You want to inform your catechists of the various programs that are
available through the Diocese toward certification.
you find this information?

Where in the handbook will

Additional directions:
1,
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1
2.
3

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
You have been asked to research the responsibilities of a parish commission
for total Catholic Education. Where in the handbook will you find some of the
responsibilities of an education commission?
Your area just recently had a tornado watch.

If this were to occur during the

religious education classes, where in the handbook can you find information
regarding tornados and earth quakes? What else did you find helpful in this
section?
Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.

Record these

additions on the form provided.
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Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.

Your pastor asks you if there are any Diocesan policies that apply to religious

education? Where in the handbook would you look to find what they are?
What else did you find helpful in this section?
You are in the process of preparing a statistical parish report regarding
religious education. In order to make your job a bit easier, you would like to
develop the forms similar to those of the Catholic Education Office so that
when they request the yearly statistical information it is readily available.
Where in the parish report will you find the information regarding statistics to
be sent to the Catholic Education Office for their reports.

Additional directions:
TY:
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1;

Find the answer to the question(s).

2.
3

What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.

The Diocesan Catholic Education Office has just required that certain forms be
kept on file

for each of your catechists.

Where in the handbook would you

find these forms?

Additional directions:
¥.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1,
2.

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?

3

Record your answer on newsprint.

You are always in need of extra catechists, but are not fortunate enough to get

any volunteers when you announce the need in the church bulletin.
the handbook will you find suggestions for recruiting?

Where in

Additional directions:

1
2.

Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.
3

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.

Your pastor has just received a letter from the Catholic Education Office

stressing that all hired employees files are to be up to date. Your pastor has
asked you to find out what is it that needs to be kept in your personnel file.
Where in the handbook will you find the forms required by the Catholic
Education Office for hired personnel?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.
3

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
You and your catechists are not entirely satisfied with the program curriculum
and would like to revise it. Where in the handbook will you find help in
assessing your curriculum and planning for the future?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.
3

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
Your teachers are asking for some audio-visuals to supplement their teaching.
Where in the handbook can you find information regarding the Diocesan
Audio-Visual Center?
You are in the process of developing a handbook for your catechists.

Where

in the handbook can you find the information that indicates the essentials to be
included in a catechist handbook?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?

3

Record your answer on newsprint.

One of your catechists is taking her class on a field trip.

It is important that

she have all the necessary legal information for such an event.
handbook will you find this necessary information?

Where in the

You are ministering in a parish that has a school and you share classrooms
with the teachers in the school program. You know it is necessary to have
happy working relations so you want to give your catechists some suggestions
that will help this relationship along. Where in the handbook will you find

some helpful hints for catechists in this regard?

Additional directions:
1.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

1.
2.

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?

3

Record your answer on newsprint.

As a DRE/CRE, you feel a need for a professional support group but are not
sure what is available for you. Where in the handbook will you find a listing of
the professional support groups that a DRE/CRE could join?
You have been asked to develop a parish policy on student discipline in
religious education to be submitted to the education commission for their

consideration.

Where in the handbook will you find information that will assist

you in drawing up policies?

Additional directions:

|

1,

Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.
For the first time you have been asked to submit a budget to the finance
commission for religious education and do not know where to begin. Where in
the handbook will you find information that could be helpful for yeu in
preparing a budget?

You have not been satisfied with the registration forms of your students and
want to revise them.

Where in the handbook will you find examples of student

registration forms that could assist you?
Additional directions:
1,
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.
2.
Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

Directions:

Find the answer to the question(s).
What else did you find helpful in this section?
Record your answer on newsprint.

You have just been hired as a DRE/CRE in a parish. You are now gathering
supplies and materials for the program. Where in the handbook will you find
suggestions regarding supplies and materials used and needed in a Religious

Education Office.
At the end of a year you want feedback from catechists and parents regarding

the religious education program. Where in the handbook will you find some
ideas that will assist you in this matter?

Additional directions:
Y.
Share ideas from your experiences regarding these topics.

2.

Share key ideas that would be good to add to the handbook.
additions on the form provided.

Record these

MORNING QUESTIONS

The Diocesan Catholic Education Office has just required that certain forms be kept on file for
each of your catechists. Where in the handbook would you find these forms?
You are always in need of extra catechists, but are not fortunate enough to get any volunteers
when you announce the need in the church bulletin. Where in the handbook will you find
suggestions for recruiting?
Your pastor has asked you to develop a DRE/CRE role description for yourself. Where in the
handbook will you find the basic points you need to consider in a DRE/CRE role description?
Your pastor has informed you that it is necessary for you to update the parish sacramental
records for the students in the Religious Education Program. Where in the handbook will you
find the information regarding such records?
You are asked to take responsibility in assisting to initiate and foster a climate for faith
community with the parish staff. Where in the handbook will you find ways suggested for the
DRE/CRE?
As a DRE/CRE you know that it is important to be of support to your catechists. Where in the
handbook will you find some of the ways in which you can show support for your volunteers?
You have been asked to form a committee to develop a mission statement for the religious
education program. Where in the handbook will you find the steps that will assist you in this
matter?
As a DRE/CRE, you are aware of the importance of having your catechists certified. You want
to inform your catechists of the various programs that are available through the Diocese
toward certification. Where in the handbook will you find this information?
You have just been hired as a DRE/CRE in a parish. You are now gathering supplies and
materials for the program. Where in the handbook will you find suggestions regarding
supplies and materials used and needed in a Religious Education Office.
At the end of a year you want feedback from catechists and parents regarding the religious
education program. Where in the handbook will you find some ideas that will assist you in this
matter?
For the first time you have been asked to submit a budget to the finance commission for
religious education and do not know where to begin. Where in the handbook will you find
information that could be helpful for you in preparing a budget?
You have not been satisfied with the registration forms of your students and want to revise
them.

Where

assist you?

in the handbook will you find examples of student registration forms that could

AFTERNOON

QUESTIONS

Your pastor has just received a letter from the Catholic Education Office stressing that all hired
employees files are to be up to date. Your pastor has asked you to find out what is it that
needs to be kept in your personnel file. Where in the handbook will you find the forms
required by the Catholic Education Office for hired personnel?
You and your catechists are not entirely satisfied with the program curriculum and would like
to revise it. Where in the handbook will you find help in assessing your curriculum and
planning for the future?
You have been asked to research the responsibilities of a parish commission for total Catholic
Education. Where in the handbook will you find some of the
responsibilities of an education commission?
Your area just recently had a tornado watch. If this were to occur during the religious
education classes, where in the handbook can you find information regarding tornados and
earth quakes? What else did you find helpful in this section?
Your pastor asks you if there are any Diocesan policies that apply to religious education?
Where in the handbook would you look to find what they are? What else did you find helpful
in this section?
You are in the process of preparing a statistical parish report regarding religious education. In
order to make your job a bit easier, you would like to develop the forms similar to those of the
Catholic Education Office so that when they request the yearly statistical information it is
readily available. Where in the parish report will you find the information regarding statistics to
be sent to the Catholic Education Office for their reports.
Your teachers are asking for some audio-visuals to supplement their teaching. Where in the
handbook can you find information regarding the Diocesan Audio-Visual Center?
You are in the process of developing a handbook for your catechists. Where in the handbook
can you find the information that indicates the essentials to be included in a catechist
handbook?
One of your catechists is taking her class on a field trip. It is important that she have all the
necessary legal information for such an event. Where in the handbook will you find this
necessary information?
You are ministering in a parish that has a school and you share classrooms with the teachers
in the school program. You know it is necessary to have happy working relations so you want
to give your catechists some suggestions that will help this relationship along.

Where in the

handbook will you find some helpful hints for catechists in this regard?
As a DRE/CRE, you feel a need for a professional support group but are not sure what is
available for you. Where in the handbook will you find a listing of the professional support
groups that a DRE/CRE could join?
You have been asked to develop a parish policy on student discipline in religious education to
be submitted to the education commission for their consideration. Where in the handbook will
you find information that will assist you in drawing up policies?

DRE/CRE HANDBOOK
Record any recommendations and additions your group has for future revisions.
Thank youl!
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Weighing in at four pounds...
New handbook covers information

gap for parish religious educators
ROCKFORD—How do you recruit volunteers to teach religious education classes?
Where do you find information on audiovisual materials?
Is there some help to prepare a budget for
a religious education office?
Do you need personnel forms for catechists?
Help with the aaswers to all these questions, and many more, may be found in anew
handbook developed for directors and coordinators of religious education in the diocese.
The handy reference work is being introduced to these religious educators Nov. 22 in
a day-long workshop at St. Patrick Church in
2
Rochelle.
The handbook is the work of Sister Marise
Zielinski, SSJ/TOSF (Sister of St. J oseph,

Campbell, Judith Feiden, St. Rita, Aurora;

Mary Fox, Resurrection, Woodstock; Mary

Mayer, St. Patrick, St. Charles; Joellen Lansing, Holy Family, Rockford; Joan Poro, formerly St. Mary, Oregon; and Nancy Schamper of Galena.

Third Order of St. Francis), who is adminis-

trative assistant in the Dept. of Catechesis for
the diocese. Sister Marise developed the
handbook as her master’s degree project at
St. Mary-of-the-Woods College in Ind.
where she will complete her work in pastoral
theology at the end of January. She is scheduled to get her degree in May.
:

“I'hope the handbook will serve as a prac-+

tical tool for the DREs and CREs in ministry,” said Sister Marise. For those confused
by the initials she explained that generally a
director of religious education had full responsibility for the total program in a parish
whilea coordinator usually is responsible for
a segment of the program.
:
The handbook covers everything DREs/
CREs may need to know plus a few items
they might not have thought about before. It
is crammed with practical ideas that can be
adapted for either the large or small parish.
The four-pound reference piece is arranged
in a loose leaf format and conveniently divided into 12 sections for simple use.
Policies, personnel, catechesis and instruction, student services, personal and professional development, finances and physical plant are some of the headings.

NEW GUIDE: Sister Marise Zielinski (left)
and Barbara Campbell check pages as the
handbook for religious educators is assembled at the education office. (Observer
photo-Pesavento)

“The emphasis has been on the practical,”

said Barbara Campbell, director of the Dept.
of Catechesis. “It’s something on hand to
help them. It’s a guide for them.”
Sister Marise said that the toughest decision was deciding what to include, then figuring out the best way to arrange the information. For that job she set up a committee that
was a balance between experienced and new
DREs and CRE:s in the diocese.
Those who helped with the project: Mrs.
TT

People unable to attend the introduc-

tory workshop for the new DRE/CRE

handbook may get a copy by writing the
Catholic Education Office, 1260 N.
Church St., Rockford, IL 61103 orcalling
815/962-7791. Cost for the handbook,
set at the cost to produce it, is $20 plus

postage.

